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Kelmer Group started its expansion to the Far East
with the opening of the first office in Hanoi, the
capital of Vietnam in 2018. Within the 3 years of early
development, Kelmer Vietnam step by step is creating
a name for itself.

Kelmer Vietnam acts as a one-stop shop for your
businesses, providing services such as investment,
business and tax advisory, corporate establishment,
payroll and HR, and Internationalization and Real
estate. Entrepreneurs and companies can rely on us
for all their business needs, from their first approach
to the market to company set-up and day-to-day
activities.

KELMER VIETNAM CO. LTD.

NOW ON ITS FIFTH YEAR!

Hanoi

Ho Chi Minh City

Da Nang

Contact us at:
8th Floor, Anh Minh Building, 36 
Hoang Cau Street, Dong Da District, 
Hanoi, Vietnam

PHONE: +84 24 2282 7262
E-MAIL: hanoi@kelmer.com
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The story of Vietnam dates to the early days of 18 “Hung” Kings in the 2000 years B.C, which according to legend, are the firsts to
establish the foundation of the Vietnamese land today. Since then, though many complex changes occurred with the country, its
people are still proud of their heritages and rely on the core values of their ancestors to emerge with the future.

Vietnam has surpassed expectations and its development record over the past 30 years is quite significant. Shifting from a highly
centralized planned economy to a socialist-orientated market economy, the country has become significantly more attractive to
international investors looking to diversify into frontier markets.

Vietnamese people live through their emotions, so the best way to assure a good business relationship with them is to blend in with
the society. Although Vietnamese are very hospitable towards foreigners, it’s recommended for overseas people to learn simple
Vietnamese phrases to communicate with them. For greetings, foreigners can say “Xin chao'' (Hello), and to be polite, they could say
“Xin chao anh'' towards a man, and “Xin chao chi '' towards a woman. A great way to end a business meeting is to say “Rat vui duoc
lam viec cung anh chi”.

Like most other long-traditioned countries in the East, the Vietnamese always try to be as polite as possible, so don’t be surprised if
they tend to make implications, rather than saying their points frankly when communicating with others.

And unlike Westerners, Vietnamese people, rather than just discussing business, they often want to connect to their partners more
on the societal level. They can ask foreigners questions about their personal life, and hear their stories as a way to imply that “I’m very
interested in doing business with you”. They can even follow up with an informal meeting in a restaurant to make friends with their
foreign partners, since Vietnamese people are very proud of their cuisines.

In addition to the aforementioned, Vietnamese people expect foreigners to Vietnamese people, they also expect foreigners to also
respect their cultures and their ways of doing business. This refers to business gestures such as: Respect the elderly, always
handover things with two hands, have a clear agenda and always be on time, prepare small gifts at the end of a meeting,...
In conclusion, a great way to seal the deal with Vietnamese enterprises is to pay attention to every single detail of the cooperation
and find ways to connect with them on societal and emotional levels.

BUSINESS GUIDE 101



Vietnam, officially known as Socialist Republic of Vietnam, operates under the leadership of the Communist Party, which is
organized according to the principle of democratic centralism. The National Congress of Vietnam, is convened every five years
to elects the Central Executive Committee. The Central Committee elects the Politburo and the General Secretary. In January
of 2021, the 13th National Congress is held and the new representatives have been elected for the period of 2021-2025.

The National Assembly is the highest representative of the people, and possesses the highest State power of the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam.

The National Assembly exercises constitutional rights, legislative powers, decides on important issues of the country, and
supremely supervises the activities of the State. The National Assembly elects and dismisses the head of certain organs such
as the President of the State, president of the Assembly, the Prime Minister, the Supreme Judge,....

The President is the head of State, representing the Socialist Republic of Vietnam in domestic and foreign affairs, and is
elected by the National Assembly from among the National Assembly deputies. The President reports their work to the
Assembly and has the right to make suggestions in the elections of the Government.

The Government is the highest state administrative body of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, exercising executive rights,
managing the operations of the country. Head of the Government is the Prime Minister. Below the Government, Vietnam’s
local administrative structure is organized at three levels: province, district and commune.

The Vietnamese judiciary is independent of the executive. The court and the prosecution in Vietnam is divided into two main
bodies: The supreme people’s court and The supreme people’s procuracy, in which The supreme people’s court is the
highest judicial body of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, while The supreme people’s procuracy exercises the right to
prosecute and supervise judicial activities.

At the local level, Vietnam also has People’s Councils, People’s Committee, local People’s Court and Procuracy. In May of 2021,
the people casted their vote to elect new representatives for the National Assembly as well as the Local authorities for the
period of 2021-2026.

VIETNAM LEGAL & POLITICAL  STRUCTURE
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CORPORATE STRUCTURE
Representative office (RO)
In order to expand their business, promote and introduce products or services to customers in Vietnam, enterprises can choose to establish a
Representative office as a low cost option to start a new business; promote and to develop an initial understanding of its parent company’ products to
the Vietnamese Market.

Currently, ROs are permitted to engage in the following activities:
- Acting as the liaison office between the parent company and its customers;
- Conducting market research, supporting the company to assess the market, promoting business activities

These abovementioned activities do not include services in some specified sectors the establishment of representative office in which is specified in
specialized legislative documents. For example, ROs is not entitled to provide advertising services as the establishment of RO of foreign advertising
companies is regulated by law on advertising

The parent company shall be legally responsible for the entire operations of their representative offices in Vietnam. There are no clear regulations on the
specific amount the parent company is obligated to invest to fund its RO’ operation.

Set up time for Representative Offices is around six to eight weeks or longer.

Branch
Branch is an affiliated unit of an enterprise, which is established for the purpose of expanding the business scale and the market of the enterprise.

Branches are permitted to engage in the following activities:
• Renting offices;
• Renting or purchasing the equipment and facilities required for their operations;
• Recruiting local and foreign employees;
• Remitting profits abroad;
• Purchasing and selling goods and commercial activities as per licensing; and
• Setting up accounting, marketing, and HR departments to represent the parent company.

A branch is required to acquired an establishment permit as well as a signature seal. The parent company shall appoint a Vietnamese or a foreigner to be
the head of its RO. A foreigner is only entitled to be the head of a RO in case he/she is granted a work permit or a work permit exemption
certificate/letter.



100 percent foreign owned enterprise
A 100 percent Foreign Owned Enterprises (FOE) in Vietnam can operate under the following structure:

- Joint stock companies;

- Limited liability companies.

Limited liability company model is the ideal for small and medium-sized enterprises, due to:

- The reduced number of members (in case of a one-member company limited) and the less complicated

organizational structure in comparison with those of a joint stock company; and

- The reduced capital requirement in comparison with a joint stock company which is a public company.

Joint stock company business type is suitable for companies that want to become public companies and

have at least three distinctive members. A 100 percent foreign owned public company must not

operates in some specific business lines stipulated under treaties, specialized laws, law on investment in

which a company operate with limitation regarding the foreign owned ratio of the company.

LLCs has two types of structure, one with a unique member and the other with multiple members. The

owners can be either private individuals or companies. A 100 percent FOE often requires between two

and four months set up time.



Joint venture
A joint venture (JV) requires the partnership of companies or individuals for a specific
business purpose. Enterprise can choose to establish a LLC as a standard option, or go
for JSC if they wish to become a public company.

Entering a JV in the Vietnamese market, foreign investors have the liberty to position
themselves as majority (more than 50 percent) or minority (less than 50 percent)
stakeholder, unless otherwise specified under treaty to which Vietnam is a signatory
and other statutory regulations.

A JV can be in the form of either a LLC or a JSC whose foreign capital percentage is less
than 100 percent. A JV operates in some specified sector shall comply with regulations
regarding statutory capital, limited foreign-owned capital ratio. Currently, there is no
regulations relating to the minimum percentage of foreign-owned capital. The
maximum percentage of foreign-owned capital varies based on the sector in which the
JV operates and the having-operated time of the JV since the establishment date.

Public private partnership
A Public Private Partnership (PPPs) is a partnership between a foreign or domestic
enterprise and the government with the aim of establishing infrastructure projects. This
type of partnership can be substantially beneficial for a private enterprise since Vietnam
is a developing country, and the government is always in favor of PPP investment when
executing infrastructure projects to ease the burden of limited resources and rising
population.

The five types of PPP projects contract are Build-Transfer-Operate Contract (BTO
Contract), Build-Transfer Contract (BT Contract), Build-Operate-Transfer Contract (BOT
Contract), Build-Own-Operate Contract (BOO Contract) and Build, Transfer and Lease
Contract (BTL Contract).



FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS

With the signing of multiple FTAs throughout the years, Vietnam has open itself to

promising opportunities, immersing with global economies to ensure the Vietnamese

development in the long run.

FTAs allows Vietnamese enterprises to have easy access to larger trade network as

well as to be opened with cheaper import goods and materials, which will certainly

improve Vietnamese competitiveness and diversify the market as an export country.

FTA enables Vietnam to join regional and global supply chains, as to raise the level of

development of the economy, increase labor productivity, gradually reduce

outsourcing and assembly, participate in production stages with higher added value,

thereby shifting into phase of electronics, high-tech, machinery, green agricultural

products....

It is also a chance to attract more investment into Vietnam, and not only just in the

capital and human resources, but also in the transfer of knowledge and know-how

technology, which will allow Vietnam to make the big leap, shifting from assembly into

a high-tech manufacturing industry.

Before the signing of recent FTAs, Vietnam's trade partners are situated mainly in

ASEAN, but once in effect, the Free Trade Agreements will lead Vietnam to even more

promising partners in different continents.

Benefits



Challenges
Vietnamese enterprises need to overcome the mandatory

requirements on technical barriers such as food safety and labeling of

other markets.

- Competitive pressure from large market is also a challenge for

Vietnamese business, especially those with outdated productions and

technologies. Small businesses will need to adapt with the

circumstances or will be outcompeted.

- Vietnamese goods need to meet origin criterias to be able to enjoy

the preferential import tax under the FTA..

- Vietnamese products have not made a name for themselves in the

global market and they are still less competitive compared to other

exporting countries;



• AFTA (in effect since 1993) - ASEAN

• ACFTA (in effect since 2003) - ASEAN, China

• AKFTA (in effect since 2007) - ASEAN, Korea

• AJCEP (in effect since 2008) - ASEAN, Japan

• AIFTA (in effect since 2010) - ASEAN, India

• AANZFTA (in effect since 2010) - ASEAN, Australia, New Zealand

• RCEP (Signed 15/11/2020, wait to be ratified) - ASEAN, China, Korea, Japan,

Australia, New Zealand

ALL VIETNAM-INVOLVED FTAS 

• VJEPA (in effect since 2009) - Vietnam, Japan

• VCFTA (in effect since 2014) - Vietnam, Chile

• VKFTA (in effect since 2015) - Vietnam, Korea

• VN – EAEU FTA (in effect since 2016) - Vietnam, Russia, Belarus, Armenia, Kazakhstan,

Kyrgyzstan

• CPTPP (in effect in Vietnam since 14/1/2019) - Vietnam, Canada, Mexico, Peru, Chile, New

Zealand, Australia, Japan, Singapore, Brunei, Malaysia

• AHKFTA (in effect in Vietnam since 11/06/2019) - ASEAN, Hong Kong (China)

• EVFTA (in effect since 1/8/2020) - Vietnam, EU (27 members)

• UKVFTA (in effect since 01/05/2021) - Vietnam, UK
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TAXES IN VIETNAM
Licensing fee (LF)

LF is the amount that enterprises conducting business in Vietnam must pay annually or at the establishment date. Although LF is not high,

it is an obligation to all types of enterprises, except for those exempted from licensing fees

Corporate Income Tax (CIT)

Corporate income tax (CIT) is a direct tax per year that organizations earning taxable income from manufacture and/or trade of goods

and/or service provision shall pay. The taxable income is specified based on the legislative taxable income list and the rule regarding the

permanent establishment of the enterprises

Value-added Tax (VAT)

Value-added tax is an indirect tax, imposed on the added value of goods or Services arising in the process from production, circulation to

consumption. All organizations and individuals producing or trading in goods or services in Vietnam shall pay VAT. The tax rate varies from

0% to 10% depending on types of goods or services.

Special Consumption Tax (SCT)

Special consumption tax is an indirect tax levied on some special, luxury goods manufactured or imported to be used in Vietnam, which

the establishments manufacturing or importing aforementioned taxable objects shall pay. In Vietnam, there are currently 10 categories of

goods and six types of services which are subjects to SCT.

Customs duties

Custom duties includes import duties and export duties. Most goods cross the border of Vietnam are subjects to custom duty. Goods and

services which are exempted from custom duties include but not limited to those used in incentivized business sector i.e. technology

sector, education sector, R&D sector, etc

Foreign Contractor Tax (FCT)

Foreign business entities or individuals that generate income in Vietnam on the basis of a contract or an agreement, or a commitment in

which a local entity or individual is one party, are subjected to FCT.

This also applies to foreign business entities and individuals that directly/indirectly supply or distribute goods and services in Vietnam.

Payments that are subject to FCT include interest, royalties, service fees, leases, rentals, insurance premiums, transportation fees and so

on



ACCOUNTING
One of the essentials points in doing accounting in Vietnam is that, enterprises must

follow the Vietnam Accounting Standard (VAS), which covers basic accounting

principles and methods for bookkeeping and financial reporting in Vietnam. Vietnam

currently has 26 distinctive standards.

Foreign enterprises that operate in Vietnam are advised to comply with the VAS, and

should only convert to the global standard such as the International Financial

Reporting Standards (IFRS) when reporting back to the parent enterprises overseas.

General requirements for records per as VAS:

- Drafted in Vietnamese language, in many cases can be merged with a commune

international language.

- Use VND as currency.

- Follow the Vietnam chart of accounts

- Provide required documents under VAS, signed by the General Manager and marked

with the company seal.

This procedure is compiled annually.

For enterprises that do not follow these standards, will be penalized by the authorities
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Human resources is the key factor in any success of your business, so after the establishment

of your company, it is essential to start working on recruiting qualified workforce in Vietnam.

The procedures for hiring employees in Vietnam can be complex for newly established

enterprises. It is advised to cooperate with specialized firm to ensure fluent business activities.

Vietnam represents a substantial amount of young and flexible workforce with increasing levels

of skill and competence. There are numerous opportunities open to foreign companies in

Vietnam as there is also a wide-range of young and enthusiastic people that are willing to be

trained and devote themselves to higher working environment. Additionally, the government

always encourage enterprises to partner up and sponsor special training programs for the

promising workforce of Vietnam.

Small and Medium Enterprises that are newly established and inexperienced with the

Vietnamese Market, in practice, tend to outsource to other specialized firms to do their HR and

Payroll and other specialized tasks in order to focus more on the business flow.



STAFF HIRING PROCEDURES

Foreign enterprises that wish to do business in Vietnam are required to respect the Vietnamese Labor

Code, which demonstrates the legal framework for the rights and obligations of employers and

employees regarding working hours, contracts, social insurance, overtime, penalties, and termination

of employment contracts,....

While hiring a Vietnamese worker requires a rather simple procedures, recruiting a foreign employees

can be a more complex activity. The following procedures and legal frameworks must be followed:

Visas
An entry visa is required for foreign employees to work in Vietnam. A Vietnamese visa can be granted

at Vietnamese general consulates/consulates/ abroad or at the the international airport/land border

gate of Vietnam. Citizens of ASEAN countries receive a visa-free entry to Vietnam that whose duration

varies between 14 and 30 days. Vietnam also has an e-visa policy for 80 nationalities whose time limit

does not exceed 30 days.

But it is obligated for foreigners who want to work in Vietnam that exceed the 30 day-limit to acquire a

visa.

Work permit

A work permit is required when a foreigner working in Vietnam except for cases in which the foreigner is exempted

from work permit. . A 15-day timeframe prior to the employment is advised for the foreigner to submit the work permit

application to the Ministry of Labor, Invalids and Social Affairs (MoLISA).



Permanent residence cards
A foreigner who has a legal residence while working in Vietnam can also apply for

a Permanent Residence Card (PRC), with the condition that the foreigner is awarded medals

or titles by the government, or sponsored by their relatives or spouses who are Vietnamese

residents, or is a specialist recommended by the Government or a Ministry.

Temporary residence cards
Foreigners who hold work permits valid for one year or more, can be granted a Temporary

Residence Card (TRC). A TRC is issued by the immigration agency under the Ministry of Public

Security to the foreigner who is allowed to reside in Vietnam for a definite time. Temporary

residence card is valid as a substitute for visa.

For foreign workers, TRC can last up to 3 or 5 years. Processing time takes about five days.



As per the new labor code which took effect in January 2021, there are some new points

as follows:

- There are only two types of labor contracts:

• Indefinite term - Two parties do not determine the term and the time for its termination.

• Definite term - Two parties determine the term and the time for its termination, which is

between 12 months to 36 months. If the working time exceed the limit, the contract must

be renewed within 30 days or will become an indefinite term.

- E-contracts are now officially valid and can substitute a written ones.

- Verbal labor contracts is valid if the working time is under 1 month.

- A labor contract can be unilaterally terminated by each party, but requires a 45-day

notice for indefinite term contracts and a 30-day notice for definite term contracts.

- Companies with ten or more employees are required to have a registered copy of

company's rules or regulations

LABOR CONTRACTS



A salary package will usually comes with gloss salary and social insurance,
employees will be taxed for personal income tax after the deduction of the
mandatory social insurance.

A person that resides in Vietnam for at least 183 days in a calendar year or for or
a period of 12 consecutive months from the date of arrival is considered a tax
resident.

Tax residents must pay personal income tax, which is imposed on the global
income that tax residents made whether in Vietnam or overseas. Tax rate to
calculate tax on wages and business according to the progressive tax method of
the tax on scales from five percent to a maximum of 35 percent as follows:

TAX REQUIREMENTS



A non-resident is required to pay 20% of their income from wages in Vietnam as the
personal income tax from wages..

There are some exemptions for certain types of income and individuals.

Tax payers have two ways to settle a tax payment: cash or bank transfer. They can either
pay cash directly at the State treasury or transfer money to the State treasury bank
account.
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